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Summary

In 1956 in Cernavoda, Romania, near to the banks of the Danube, astrange
statuette was discovered, dated to 4.000
BC. Sbe represents a man in
position, a motive for which she was baptized the Thinker.
sbe belonged to the neolitbic
cu.ture of Hamangia, sbe was named
In respect to this
UNESCO sooo
bis being part ofthe
Patrimony ofMankind.
the Romanian researcher Vasile Droj n",~""'nr"
"".>J.",.. in Bucharest an interesting discovery "r..~",., .. nl,n"
Tbe Tbiuker of Hamangia uuveHs an extraordinary 'syotbetic' geometry, ",n,'hh,I'o't".lI
body through which comes out one after the
an 1010tc~rrUI)ted \:w~\::IItue
relations, as:
Greek pi
his
in centimetres bides tbe only two whole
whose ratio gives
with aprecision of a
his
is exactly ten times less than the human one
1:'t""lllitUI":: proofs
the preseoee oftbe dedmal metrie measure "..""....rn
in
tbe
part of the Thinker geometrizated holds in itself the
a way that, superposed to the Pyramid ofCheops, it fits n ...·1'...'IUv
not ooly; but in a certain way two Thinkers (eopy) eombined reproduce
the
pyramidal archetype by different
of tbeir
the Cheops Pyramid herself, in ascale of 1 : 10.000,
absolutely the measure of the
Thinker
tbe <! . . ." . . . . ..,... part of
statuette copies tbe equHateral triangle hidden in the bead sbape
in Giza
tbe Thinker is conceived to be made
or in
therefor was found together
witb bis wife (an otber sIUtln.elt,e. "~'"'''''''''' oftbe same dimensions)
the eopies of tbe
to eaeh otber like the reef stabilopoda of the sea, forming
of tbe Tbinkers reproduce tbe
Greek Latin letters
and the Geto Dadan
of :Sarmliu~2e:tUlia
elose relation, in a diseendeut scale. The same
constitutes
between the Sanetuary and tbe Pyramid ofCheops.
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Tbe Thinker of
pyramidal
is
also a key of access to
mys te ries
the Cbeops
as to be seen in
following article. And this is again a mystery, the Pyramid of Cheops was constructed
about
but tbe Tbinker of Hamangia about 4.000 BC The
tban tbe
for 1.000 1.500 years. Furtber, between
as
Tbe little Danubian - Pontican statuette gives rise to a
archetype (standard Cheops) was present at
of the .'-""'u,"'""',,
Egyptian
if at all tbe
of Cheops
indicatioDS point to Hais zone as the native
(cf. the articles of the Autbor about:
Flood, tbe Foundation ofRome, tbe
of Ancestral

more

tbe side of the Disc of Nebra, tbe Thinker of
is an other
the first (1986)
with further
over five continents
the Arten.atical Science (Art Antique Mathematizated), discovered and founded
is in working order.

or
so much fascination
'on the lookers as
Thinker'.
An important
the
patrimony (approved by
to everybody
out
The impression
was so
and mainta ined by the
thoughtful gesture of the statue.
III

it is m short the history of
In 1
at
Columbia D. hill,
archeologist D.
d iseovered m a settlement, a neolitic
to the
statuettes
bUfnt
on a little chair in a
positIon
imitates a thoughtful gesture,
reason of which was ealled
Thinker'
and a woman in the same position, probably
wife.
have
5.500-6.000
years ago (3.500-4.000
are
eonsidered to be masterpieces of
universal primitive art.

The
pottery excels and abounds in
deeorations with triangular motifs UI;',IIV;:'O;:;U
coneentric areas
the arm or on
part of the pottery and the
the
closed, as
eharacterized by
anatomie
III
and triangular plana.

But
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If the Thinker is inscribed
diameter
aeme by

lvIigration & Diffusion,
the
rom

ealeulator cannot
even show this ratio,
becomes simply
two numbers 113 and 355 have been
kept by the
of the ancient
certified also
by the Geto
in the strueture
The
and
prp·tr.r·p the height
'Thinker' hasn 't
ac me at randorn,
but deeply 'Thought' , proving that our
aneestors had
knowledge of
that operation
numbers is the

The numerieal value
algebraically
obtained by the doubling
middle height
of the man, which has an approximate value
of 175-180 cm.
175+180
I
1
355
argument
the 'Thinkers'
proportions haven't been accidentally chosen
that this one is
10 times
than

6, hrue Number

MULTlPLlCATION but ""n."<",, the
diminution
present at the
Egyptian
not very
diseerned by
pyramidologists, to our
surprise. Here it is
pyramid
by 10 the 231 m
the 148 m (height) one obtains 23,1
respeetive]y 14,8 m, corresponding to a
dwelling place. Dividing then by 10 one
2,3 m
to a
stands or sits
as
At the next division by
samething absolutely remarkabJe,
pyramid of
1 cm and 14,8 cm.
looks to be
made
Hs aspect is
pyramids
very much

In the pyramid of
1 cm
built exaetly on
enters ...""'f"p,,t
been built for
that the 'Thinker'
same model
The 'Thinker' belonging to
eulture
out also by some other uneommon
features, it seerns
were made for
attention on
he sits down on a little

a

proportional chair, one will notice
that the man's
in a seated
position will be
of 113
(or next to
it).
and
let us fee I
numerical
has an
va]ue
ancient
that to multiply or to divide
by 10, 100, 1000 any numerical value, this
unchanged,
modification
a quantitative one (the numerical
personality).
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on something whieh
have the height
at least,
upper third of the
is geometrized. This strangeness
peeuJiar only far our
intends to
attl~ntlon on the upper part of the
trunk and this for two reasons at least:
body is the

2) With the hands the man geometrizes
reality eonstructing
mind the
geometrically the
the two
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the brain and the hand, man
transposes the elements of the reaUty
that is !".'-''-,,,,,,,.
The 'Thinker' is a multifunctional statuette.
overturning the 'Thinker' with the
down (fig.3) one can notice that the tip
nose, the forearms and the knees are situated
on the same line, proving by that that he was
made for being put other
as weiL
IT IS CLEAR that in the period of the
statuette creation, one took
consideration
this line which joins the 3 points here
meotioned. Which was the reason of th is
idea?
At a very
look one
that the
hands and the
form an angle and thus a
pyramid (fig.4); the hands and the neck belog
one. There is
their line is a
hands and of
the reason of
the neck not only long but also flat.
geometrized hands and
chosen to represent the pyramid, none
of tile body is !".'"'",..",,,
other
But the
surprise occurs only now:
a
(by
model
identical) nearer the 'Thinker' put with the
down, one
that
lateral sides
ofthe pyramid inc1uded in the statuette body,
of
the I ine of
superposes perfectly on the projection of
Cheops' pyramid
(fig.5).
pyramid
the top of
(Apex) 1S identical with the angle formed by
joining the
of
arms (from elbow to
shoulder) with the line of the neck (the flat
it is why the artist, who created
'Thinker' wished to make
hands and
in a right line,
thus the
model' of the pyramid and in the
same time he
us one of
the pyramid, namely: starting
top, indifferently where we should
section the pyramid, the sectioned part is
with the whole and
ration
between the constituent
rf'".t:>nl"t>
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unchanged. No other
with
the exception the cone, wh ich 1S part of the
same family,
this remarkable property.
This is the reason for which Cheops' pyramid
has a
top (fig.6).
the small part wh ich
is so much important or may be more
important, for
have we the
ifwe
that
tiny
intuition
to
understand the sense and the functjonality of
eonstructions. To
to make the
perfect ereation 'miracle of the world',
- Cheops' pyramid, and
symbol of
to let it unfinished without the top
crowns the work, it is obvious to
normal order of
that it is not in
cherished by
Aneient, and that
stones from the top of the
content
idea
as the matter, the space and the time
are infinite, the knowledge is
his pensive
probably to that
the

lTPC,tll'"t>

of

stone on the top of the
this Synthesis
the Old and
The Sphinx as the
the upper part
the head
more
mentioned idea (fig.8).
THE
outruns in
archetype but reveals several
years before the deepest secrets of the
pyramid, secrets that haven't been
till now.
But

hasn't been
alone, fact proved by his wife.
sectioned pyramid
an identical
his
with
so the 'Thinker'
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Figure 1

Figure 2

355/113

Figure 2b
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Figure 3
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Figure 4

Figure 6
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Figure 5

Figure 7
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Figure 8

Figure 9b

Figure 9

Figure 10
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in relations with his 'double' and
respectively his doubles (to retain these
peculiar ideas).
THEREFORE, two 'Thinkers' identicaJ put
back to back so that the ends of the little
chairs legs and the contact points of their
backs in uncasual and unique position
coincide again 'Cheops pyramid', but in this
of
hands is
time the right
with the edges of the
I
position as others are
points forcing an unique
artist calculated beforehand to
message (fig.9).
Changing the two 'Thinkers' positIOns and
putting them face to face so that the tips of
their noses, the hands (forearms), the knees
be side by side (another uncasual position),
we observe with surprise that the flat surface
of their long necks is
to the
of
the pyramid edges, Cheops'
being in
this way reproduced
Another aspect: two 'Thinkers' having the
backs to tlle lookers and looking at tlle
pyramid, joint by the contact points of the
anns, the forearms and the
(uncasual
position), reproduce again the pyramid model
by means of the marginal right line of their
necks, superposing on the pyramid edges

11 ).
More than that, to our big stupefaction, the
angle formed by the right line of the noses is
nothing else
the top angle of the Great
Pyramid (fig.12).

above
head an angle of 60
precisely (fig.I3). By reuniting the
sides
of the formed angle by a line under the
Sphinx's chin, one obtains a triangle
the sides and angles equaJ
triangle). The Sphinx' head is
placed within a trapezium respectiveJy an
equilateral triangle
IS
extremely
important
111
the
constructions
and
geometrical
The
the Sphinx symboJizes the
infinite part of things or the
The Equilateral Triangle was
the ancient as a perfect
Perfection Triangle, being
allow simultaneously the
eireumseription of the eircle
derives
geometrical nrr',,"",'''''''ff\"
'Concentrie Geometry',
world
ereation of the
and not in the last all the 'Ortho-Laws' (the
laws
a
hp1"uu"Pn 'The Thinker's'
appears an angle of 60 degrees also and
respectively an equilateral
14)
and something sansational, if we superpose
the 'Thinker' on the image of the Sphinx,
they eoineide perfectly (fig.15).
IT IS OBVIOUS that the two aneient vestiges
have as basis - the very same eoneept: The
man being the measure of all
'ANTHROPOS PATON METRON' is very
and
important containing in itself the
elosing angle of our universe (not only
environmental). Any defonnation of
may
about
The
in the

It seems that the

'Thinker's' body and
reproduce closely
model. A very
relation, full in
is reaJized also between the
Hamangia Thinker and the Sphinx at the
till identification
,",,,,,",,w,,'" the two 'Thinkers' is proved by the
fact: the
head is laterally
between two oblique lines wh ich form
88

imperfeetions
(the human aetivity generally)
late of visible (material) and
imperfections.
Ifthe Sphinx' head (oval,
been inscribed in an equilateral
the ends of
triangle
eireumseription of a second
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Figure 11

Figure 13

Figure 15

Figure 12

Figure 14

Figure 16
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one (twice the
of the
circle) and
the 'Thinker' had to develop the idea
a
the
the upper geometrized
reaHy,
posterior
to
this one describes a
is absolutely
weil refleeted
of
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When the

prominence 
the superposition

inelined
ehest,
reJiefed

The

a multifunetional
Hamangia Thinker
I
of
are
as the amplitude
that this one
neck
17).
width lays a
golden

One must retain that in these cases such as in
others, the leg
in size would
the statuettes not to join or to
hundreds,

the
on
this

between the
the original achieving the
19. With a
superposition from
(the foot
on the knees) IS
!>l't"""H't'! the superposition
fig.20.
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Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 20b

Figure 21
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Figure 22

Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 25

Figure 26
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Figure 27
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as

question : what is
of this
first
on a
model of the
Round Sanctuary
Sarmisegetuza made
at the scale of 11100 two Thinkers are put in
an upturned
10nging on thresholds
axis, so that tile tip of their
to touch the
of 29,40 m,
extemal
with a
29,4 cm
Prolonging
of
observes with
exactly in the

to the
round the
28,02
thinkers, one
Y4 of the circle,
h ..l~",,,>pn two axes of
whole
of
degrees will be occupied
means 16. This circle formed
by
16 Thinkers is a silent round where
each Thinker looks at
is a
Centre and the
acme is formed by
of the thresholds,
Circular Holographie
being
plainly
The fact
side by

evolutions' .

world,

IT IS UNDERSTOOD
introduced the most
placing the
of the Arms,
importance
stressed.
of
head in the
tbe

regarding
only a
discoveries
to
being
than 5,
today
OUf
increasing up to 100% is
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Figure 28

Figure 29: A miniature model ofthe Big Round Sanctuary.
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Figure 30

Figure 31
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a Cemavoda in Romania vicino alle rive dei Danubio fu scoperta una stra,na statuina
neolitica datata 4000 - 3500 a.c. Essa rappresenta un uomo in posizione cogitante, motivo per
fu battezzata iI Pensatore. Come apparteneva alla cultura neolirica di Hamangia, fu
"Pensatore di
. Dato il suo valore,
UNESCO approvo la sua
appa:rtc~n.enza al patrimonio culturale dell'Umanita.

Trenta anni dopo nel 1986 il ricercatore romeno Vasile
all'Accademia R.S.R di Bucarest una scoperta interessante
Pensatore di
una straordinaria
"sinterica" codificata
suo
corpo attraverso il quale uscivano una dopo l'altra una cascata inninterotta d'impressionanti
relazioni come:

la sua altezza
cenrimetri nascondeva i unici due numeri mteri il cui rapporto da
pi
con una precisione di un milionesimo
la sua altezza e esattamente 10 volte inferiore a quell'umana
evidenri e indiscutibili prove della presenza del sistema di misurazione metrico
decimale
la parte superiore
del Pensatore custodiva in se l'archeripo
tal modo che sovrapposto aHa piramide di Cheope combaciava perfettamente.
Non sol; ma in qualunque modo due pensatori(copie) venissero combinari essi
nJ;IrOdtlIC(!:va.no .,,,,....,,,..'" l'archeripo piramidale attraverso vati
loro corpo.
la stessa piramide di Cheope a scala 1/10.000 e assolutamente a misura dei Pensatore
La
della statuina rifa il triangolo
nascosto nella testa della
Sfinge di Giza.
il Pensatore e stato concepito per essere fato in serie 0 in
e stato
trovato assieme a sua moglie (un altra statuina, femminile di
le copie di pensatori si combinano tra loro come gli stabilopodi
marine
dando
Le semplici combinazioni dei pensatori riproducono gli
universali delle
lettere fenicie e greco larine
Tra il Pensatore e il Santuario geto dacico di
scala
discendente ce una relazione stretta. La stessa statuina cosrituisce il modulo di
COUej~lmt::ntO tta il Santuario e la piramide di

n Pensatore di Hamangia oltre ehe modulo combinatorio dei rapporti piramidali e anche
una chiave d'aceesso ai piu profondi misteri della piramide di Cheope, come si vedra
arrlcoli successivi. E ce ancora un mistero, la
di Cheope e stata costruita attorno a
2.500 a.C. mentre il Pensatore di Hamangia attomo a
a.c. n Pensatore e piu v ..,rrlrun
96
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delle puamJUI di 1.000
distanza.

~1.500
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e Romania sono migliaia

di

La piccola stamina danubiano 
era nr'~"l'~tUe
"';t::I""''''IlU O'DDllue la piramide di
eretta. Sempre
verso quella zona come luogo di nascita di una arcaica
generatrice di valori universali.(vedi gli articoli dell'autore su: Iperborei. Atlantide
Nero, iI Diluvio, la Fondazione di
il Codicc
la
etc.
al Disco di
H Pensatore di Hamangia e un a]tro ur.()d,()tto artematico ami il
(1986)
assieme ad'una trentina di abri
sui cinque
la
scienza Artematica(Arte antica matematizata) scoperta e fondata da Vasile Dro;
come.
r1'-,.-.lnu
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